The Ultimate Car Security Camera That
Sees Everything
Secure360 is the connected 360 degree dash camera
that captures everything going on in and around
your vehicle, all the time, even when parked.
With an intuitive 360º, 7 element all glass lens, the Secure360 sees all. View in an immersive 360º
video or split screen of both the front view and vehicle interior. Access video recordings via
smartphone and upload to the Waylens Cloud storage for safe keeping. The Secure360 features
state-of-the-art sensors including doppler radar and an accelerometer to detect movement to
automatically begin recording in case of a vehicle break-in or a collision when left unattended. The
Secure360 4G model will automatically upload video events to the Waylens Cloud, so even if the
unit is stolen or removed from the vehicle, you still have the video evidence.

Whether a bump in a parking lot
or collision during your commute,
the Secure360's interior and
exterior views eliminate confusion
about what happened.

Witness everything

360° Video

360 Hours of Operation

The Secure360's low-power
design allows the Secure360 to
sleep with one eye open, sensing
motion and impact even when you
aren’t near your car.

Internal radar, GPS, and 3-axis
accelerometer work together,
staying alert to unusual events for
an unprecedented 360 hours
without draining your battery.

Sleep with one eye open

Always alert

360° Protection

Even some of the best dash cams can drain your vehicle battery quickly when hard wired for
parking protection mode, not the Secure360. Utilising advanced Smart Power Management and
low power consumption of the internal sensors, the Secure360 will operate for up to 360 hours
(15 days) in parking mode without draining your vehicles battery. The combined Sony image
sensor along with an Ambarella CPU, provide crystal clear and sharp Full HD video.
The ultimate in security video for your vehicle,
the Secure360 truly is the most advanced security dash cam available.

360 DEGREE VISION
7 Element glass lens provides a seamless
360º view in and around your car
HDR
Advanced HDR engine with multi-exposure
fusion and motion artefact reduction
provides crystal clear video
NIGHT VISION
IR LEDs help the Secure360 see in low
light conditions, even in the dark
PREMIUM CMOS SENSOR
High sensitivity SONY sensor with high
pixel density for a super sharp video image
FAST PROCESSING
High-performance Ambarella processor for
super sharp and clear video
ADVANCED SENSOR FUSION
Fusion of radar, 3-axis accelerometer, and
GPS provide intelligent event detection for
your parked vehicle

SMART THERMAL MANAGEMENT
The deliberate absence of a battery in the
camera body and a novel spiral
architecture optimizes heat dispersion to
perform under extreme conditions
SMART POWER MANAGEMENT
Low-power sensors sleep with one eye
open, protecting an unattended vehicle for
an unprecedented 360 hours or 15 days
Secure360
Premium Dash Cam
Mid-tier Dash Cam
Budget Dash Cam

360 Hours
24 Hours
12 Hours
8 Hours

Additional features of Waylens Secure360 4G model:
4G LTE HIGH BANDWIDTH DATA
High-speed 4G delivers live alerts and
gives you the ability to live stream video
in real-time from any location

AUTOMATIC CLOUD UPLOAD
Automatic upload of event video to the
Waylens Cloud keeps evidence secure
and available for on-demand access

LOCATION TRACKING
Built-in GPS tracking technology
provides location data to help you
find your car any time, anywhere

Waylens Secure360 Camera Features:
7 Element glass lens with true 360º vision
Sensor-fusion event detection
Advanced power management
Built-in GPS
MicroSD card storage (up to 256 GB - not included)
Waylens Cloud event access
Multiple video viewing modes
Real-time event uploading to Waylens Cloud
Real-time event notifications to Waylens Secure360 app
Live streaming through Waylens Secure360 app
Real-time location data to Waylens Secure360 app
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Waylens Secure360 App Features:
Live preview (split screen front/interior or 360º immersive views)
Start/Stop recording control
Camera settings control
Video operations (playback, downloading, removing, etc.)
Remote live monitoring of vehicle
Instant event notifications
Event video viewing from Waylens Cloud
Video downloading from Waylens Cloud
Remote real-time control of camera settings
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For demonstration video and technical specifications, visit www.neltronics.com.au/waylens_secure360

